NRC Public Meeting
Response to NEI letter regarding results of
industry tabletop pilot exercise of
NUREG-2180
Tuesday, September 20, 2016
NRC Three White Flint North, Room 3A28
Category 2
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Purpose of Meeting
To provide NRC staff response to a letter from
the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) dated
July 28, 2016 regarding results of industry
tabletop pilot exercise of draft NUREG-2180,
"Determining the Effectiveness, Limitations, and
Operator Response for Very Early Warning Fire
Detection Systems in Nuclear Facilities"
NEI Letter & Attachments can be found in NRC Agencywide Documents Access
and Management System (ADAMS) under Accession No. ML16237A397
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Agenda
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Introductions
and
Opening Remarks
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NUREG-2180 Team
NRC – Office of Regulatory Research
Gabriel Taylor, P.E., Senior Fire Protection Engineer
Susan Cooper, PhD., Senior Reliability and Risk Engineer
Amy D’Agostino, PhD., Human Factors Analyst
Nicholas Melly, Fire Protection Engineer
National Institute of Standards and Technology
Thomas Cleary, Engineered Fire Safety Group Leader
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Overview
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Project Timeline - Context

Green represents interactions with external parties
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Interactions with External Stakeholders
•

EPRI

•

Vendors

•

Utilities

•

Stakeholders

–
–
–
–
–
–

Facilitated site visits (2012)
Observed testing (2012 & 2013)
Meeting to discuss and receive feedback on test plan (2013)
Facilitated phone interviews with operators (2014)
Requested OpE from industry (2015)
Requested utilities to perform pilot of approach during public comment period (2015)

– Supported commissioning of system (2012 & 2013)
– Separate meeting to discuss and receive feedback on test plan (2013)
– Continued interaction throughout program (2012 – 2016)
– Additional site visit to collect operating experience (2016)
– 60-day public comment period (2015)
– All-day workshop (2016)
– Pilot risk quantification approach (2016)
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General Approach
NRC VEWFD System Confirmatory
Research Program

Operating Experience

Site Visits

Procedure Review
Plant Personnel
Inteviews
Fire Events Database

Testing

Literature Review

3 Physical Scales

Standards, Codes of
Practice

5 ASDs systems
3 Spot detector types
Aerosol measurements

Test Reports

In-Cabinet & Area Wide
Applications
Variations in
- Materials
- Heating rate
- Ventilation

VEWFD System Risk Benefit Quantification

Journal Articles

Vendor Information
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NRC Staff Final Response
to
NEI Concerns of Letter
dated July 28, 2016
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Concern 1
Completeness
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Concern 1
Completeness
• NEI letter dated July 28, 2016 states:
“The results of this tabletop pilot exercise indicate
that the draft NUREG is incomplete, and is therefore
flawed, and that, if applied, would lead to
inaccurate plant Fire PRAs that do not comport with
operating experience.”
[Emphasis added]

Staff Response to NEI Concern 1 – Part I
Completeness Aspect

• NUREG-2180 documents the finding of a confirmatory
research program
• Need, Purpose and Objectives are stated in Section 1 of
NUREG-2180
• All objectives (A – G) of this confirmatory research
program have been completed
NUREG-2180 is the most comprehensive and complete evaluation to
date on the performance of very early warning fire detection (VEWFD)
systems, human response, and operating experience related to
detecting fires during the incipient stage.
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Confirmatory Research Objective A
Objective A. Evaluate effectiveness of smoke detection systems
– Section 5.9.4, Effectiveness of in-cabinet and area-wide VEWFD system
applications, including an evaluation of system applicability for various
NPP applications (Objective A)
– Section 7.2.3, Estimate of generic system ineffectiveness
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Confirmatory Research Objective B
Objective B.

Compare performance between conventional
spot-type smoke detectors and VEWFD systems

– Section 5.9.2, Comparison between common detection systems and
VEWFD systems (Objective B)
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Confirmatory Research Objective C
Objective C.

Evaluate human performance through human
reliability analysis (HRA)

– Section 9, Human Factors
– Section 10, Human Reliability Analysis
– Appendix C, Supporting Information for Human Performance
Evaluation
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Confirmatory Research Objective D
Objective D.

Evaluate aspirating smoke detection (ASD)
availability and reliability

– Section 7.2.1, Estimate of unreliability
– Section 7.2.2, Estimate of generic system unavailability
– Appendix F summary table
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Confirmatory Research Objective E
Objective E.

Evaluate smoke detection systems response to
common NPP products of combustion

– Section 5.9.1, System response to common products of combustion
(Objective E)
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Confirmatory Research Objective F
Objective F.

Evaluate electrical cabinet configuration effects
on smoke detection system response

– Section 5.9.3, Evaluation of in-cabinet VEWFD system layout and
design versus system response(Objective E)
– Section 5.9.4, Effectiveness of in-cabinet and area-wide VEWFD system
applications, including an evaluation of system applicability for various
NPP applications
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Confirmatory Research Objective G
Objective G.

Evaluate performance of smoke detection technologies in
various applications, including in-cabinet and area-wide

• Evaluation should provide a technical basis and approach for
updating the interim approach described in FAQ 08-0046
– Section 5.9, Evaluation of test results
– Part II
» Section 6, Overview of Quantification Approach
» Section 7, Parameter Estimation Based on Part I
» Section 8, Timing Analysis
» Section 9, Human Factors Analysis
» Section 10, Human Reliability Analysis
» Section 11, Fire suppression Analysis
» Section 12, Quantification of Smoke Detection Performance
» Section 13, Assumptions and Limitations

Staff Response to NEI Concern 1 - Part II
Operating Experience Aspect

• The NRC staff has expended a significant amount of time,
effort, and resources to collect, understand, and
incorporate all applicable operating experience
– 8 years of NRC staff effort
– Approximately 7 staff months of effort reviewing operating
experience

• On multiple occasions, NRC senior management has
reached out to industry and requested any and all relevant
operating experience
• Operational practices and experience have been
incorporated into the testing, human performance and risk
quantification approach
• NUREG-2180 has developed quantitative information
that previously did not exist
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Operating Experience
Identification

• Section 3, Operating Experience, Standards, and
Literature Review of VEWFD systems
– Site Visits
• NASA

– Goddard Space Flight Center

• US Nuclear

– Shearon Harris (2 times), H.B. Robinson, Three Mile Island

• Canadian Nuclear

– Bruce, Darlington, Pickering

– Other industries
•
•
•
•

Telecommunications
US Navy
Department of Defense
Department of Energy
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Operational Practices
Incorporation

• Human response modeling in NUREG-2180 is
consistent with current operating practices
• Appendix C, Supporting Information for
Human Performance Evaluation
– C.1, Human Factor/Human Reliability Analysis
Evidence Database
– C.2, Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant Site Visit
of January 13, 2016
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Staff Response to NEI Concern 1 – Part II
Operating Experience Aspect (Continued)
• NUREG-2180 is based on operating practices
communicated to the staff on numerous
occasion and documented in the report.
– The field operator is trained regarding incipient
fire detectors and associated response. This
training includes initiation of fire suppression
activities only AFTER there are visible effects of a
fire (e.g., a flame).
• HRA models human response accordingly
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Operating Experience
Review and Assessment

• Appendix D, Evaluation of Operating Experience
Data
– D.1, Evaluation of Fraction of Fires that Have
Detectable Incipient Stages

• Operating experience from FEDB and other source does not
confirm key assumption made in FAQ 08-0046

– D.2, Quantification of the Time Available for Operator
Response
• Operating experience used to develop distribution
of time available for operator response
• Time distributions did not exist prior to this effort
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NEI Commitment to Report on Operating
Experience
• NEI cover letter transmitting comments on draft
NUREG-2180 for public comment identifies
recent operating experience, and states

…Once a complete report on the operating
experience is available, the industry will provide this
to the NRC for consideration in the final version of
this NUREG. [September 9, 2015]

• Public comments on Draft NUREG-2180
– www.regulations.gov
– Search Docket ID “NRC-2015-0112”
– Comment 2 from V. Anderson of NEI
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Current Fire Detection Operating Experience
•
•

7% by detection
systems
93% by human

Ref. 2013, Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO), presented at
2013 NEI Fire Protection Information Forum, Slide 7
Downloaded from NEI website:
http://www.nei.org/Conferences/Conference-Archives/FireProtection-Information-Forum-Archives

•
•
•

22% by installed
equipment (est.)
72% by human (est.)
6% Undetermined (est.)

Ref. 2013, Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI),
EPRI 1025284, The Updated Fire Events Database: Description of
Content and Fire Event Classification Guidance, page 7-5.

Operating Experience
Potentially Challenging and Greater Fires
• Not all smoke events = “challenging fires” per fire PRA
• Not all fires have an incipient stage
• VEWFD systems detect many
fire signatures
Prevention

Mitigation
(Detection / Suppression)
Protection
Reactor
Safety

– risk significant
– non-risk significant

• Over heated components, relay arcing, cigarette smoke, hot work,
burnt popcorn, floor buffer, forest fires, etc.

• This means that core damage is NOT being prevented
with every VEWFD system
actuation
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Operating Experience

Potentially Challenging and Greater Fires (detail)
•
•

Fire Ignition Frequency (λ) is the entry condition to fire risk quantification
Industry Operating Experience Reviewed to determine events that could
challenge plant safety
– Plant Fire Event Records

• 1000 – 5000 records per plant (est. 200,000+ fire event reports / 84 plants)

– Screening to identify potentially “real” fires
• 100-300 per plant

– EPRI detailed screening to identify “real” fires
• 5 – 50 events per plant

– 1695 events in FEDB

•

•
•
•
•

Challenging – 28
Potentially Challenging – 271
Undetermined – 124
Not Challenging – 1272

Fire Ignition Frequency is based on 423 events
– 68 events are Bin 15 – Electrical enclosures
– 13 of 68 events are low voltage control

Ref. EPRI 1025284

Key takeaway:
Not all smoke events =
“challenging fires” per
fire PRA
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VEWFD OpE vs Fire PRA ‘real’ fires
•

•
•

Fires that potentially challenge
plant safety are represented by
the fire ignition frequency
– Area inside circle ‘B’

Most fire events would not
challenge plants safety
– Area outside circle ‘B’

VEWFD can provide advanced
warning for those events with
incipient stage
– Area inside circle ‘A’

•

VEWFD OpE can be misrepresented

Illustrative representation

– Not all fire events are potentially challenging per definitions in FEDB

•

VEWFD system detectable fire signature does not equate to a
‘real’ fire that the fire PRA evaluates the plant against

Risk Quantification

Incorporating Operating Experience
• VEWFD systems capable of detecting earlier
fire signatures
– VEWFD will detect fire signatures that would and
would not lead to a “real” fire

• Therefore,

– Piecewise incorporate of VEWFD events could
inject performance bias into quantification
– A holistic treatment and evaluation as discussed in
NUREG-2180 and its Appendix G will allow for
representative evaluation.
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Staff Response to NEI Concern 1 – Part II
Operating Experience Conclusion
• NUREG-2180 concluded

– consistent, detailed, and complete reporting of
VEWFD system operating experience would help
support an evaluation of actual system performance.
– Appendix G of final NUREG-2180 provides consistent
report criteria.
• Incorporated feedback received from EPRI

• Industry needs to take ownership of future
VEWFD operating experience collection
efforts
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NRC Response to NEI Concern 1
Conclusion
• NUREG-2180 is the most comprehensive and
complete evaluation to date on the
performance of very early warning fire
detection (VEWFD) systems, human response,
and operating experience related to detecting
fires during the incipient stage.
• All objectives of this confirmatory research
program are complete.
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Concern 2
Risk Improvement
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Concern 2 : Risk Improvement
• NEI letter dated July 28, 2016 states:
“…[Draft NUREG] if applied, would lead to inaccurate
plant Fire PRAs that do not comport with operating
experience. While it is widely recognized by both the
industry and the NRC that installation of incipient
detection would result in detection of very early
degradation and would enhance plant safety, the draft
NUREG, as written, does not reflect this, and as a
consequence, plants would be less likely to install and
continually maintain VEWFDS.” [Emphasis added]

Staff Response to NEI Concern 2
Risk Improvement

• Statement in NEI letter is incomplete

– Detection by itself, without appropriate automatic or
manual actions to remove the potential fire threat, does
not equate to enhanced plant safety

• The NRC is not aware of any US NPP that uses VEWFD
systems to initiate an automatic fire mitigation function
(e.g., automatically depower equipment and/or
automatic initiation of fixed suppression system)
– Consequently, the NUREG assess the human performance

• The combination of earlier notification via a detection
system and human response does enhances plant safety,
as demonstrated by NEI tabletop pilot of
NUREG-2180
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Risk Improvement
NUREG-2180

• NEI Tabletop pilot results demonstrates that the
NUREG-2180 quantification approach reduces risk.

– Note: Errors in tabletop have been identified and will be
discussed on later slides.

• NUREG-2180 expands VEWFD application
• Area-wide
• Power cabinets

• NUREG-2180 is not as optimistic as the interim staff
position (FAQ 08-0046)
• However, substantial technical basis has been
developed and documented in NUREG-2180, which the
FAQ did not have
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Information presented by industry at 2016 NEI Fire
Protection Information Forum
Presented by
Brian Krystek of
Engineering
Planning and
Management,
Inc. at 2016 NEI
Fire Protection
Information
Forum
(September 12,
2016)

Downloaded from NEI website: http://www.nei.org/Conferences/Fire-Protection-Information-Forum
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Concern 3
Wording in Appendix D

Concern 3
Appendix D Wording
• NEI letter dated July 28, 2016 states:
“Several aspects of the incompleteness are noted in
the draft NUREG itself. For example, in Appendix D,
the NUREG notes that the estimate included therein
‘likely does not represent the informed technical
community’s viewpoint.’”
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Staff Response to NEI Concern 3
Appendix D wording

• As written, this statement does not represent the staff’s
position or intent, nor is it consistent with the statements
made in the main body of the report.
• As stated in the main body of report Section 15,
“Recommendations on Future Research”
“…An alternative method to quantify this duration would be to
conduct a formal elicitation process whereby a group of qualified
experts with diverse backgrounds and knowledge provide
professional judgment for use in quantifying the incipient stage
duration. A panel constituted of NPP equipment manufacturing
experts, fire PRA experts, and experts from other industries with
fire response field experience, could develop a comprehensive
view point to represent the scientific communities view.”
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Timing Information

Identification of need and approach
• Project Evolution
– During early stages of project development of
incipient stage timing information was identified
as a requirement for human reliability analysis
– Several sources of acquiring the incipient stage
timing information were identified
• Literature
• Operating Experience
• Expert Elicitation
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Timing Information
Identification of Data

• Bin 1: Data identified and used to support timing
analysis
– EPRI fire Events Database
– Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant

• Bin 2: Some data, but proprietary or classified
– Department of Defense
– Telecommunications

• Bin 3: No timing data identified
– Literature review
– Navy experience
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Timing Information
Expert Elicitation

• Data available and used to quantify incipient
stage duration
– Distributions developed to support HRA

• Data is preferred over judgement in PRA
– Formal expert elicitation process would review
and use all available data to inform their judgment

• Based on current operational practices
benefits of expert elicitation is limited
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Staff Position

Negligible benefit

– HEPs are already near floor
– Sensitivity study shows
negligible gains

• Detailed plant specific
analysis would still be
required

– Expert elicitation wouldn’t
provide generic solution

1

1-1.0x10-04)
1- (4.6x10-04)
1- (1.7x10-05)
tdamage Ex. 1

0.5

0.2

0.1

PNS

• Use of data is preferred over
judgement
• No indication that expert
elicitation results would
improve accuracy
• Benefits of expert elicitation
are limited by current
operational practices

0.05

0.01

Sensitivity to 
0.001
5

10

15

Time to Damage (Minutes)

20

25

Staff Position

Confirmatory Research Findings
•

An extensive effort was undertaken for NUREG-2180 to understand and
characterize the duration of the incipient stage for electrical components
through a rigorous review of operating experience.
– Operating experience could not confirm a key assumption in FAQ 08-0046

From NUREG/CR-6850, Supplement 1, Section 13, “Incipient Fire Detection Systems (08-0046),” Page 13-6

•
•

Review of Operating Experience contained in the Fire Events Database (FEDB)
identified several events that did not comport with the FAQ 08-0046
assumption for low voltage equipment (≤250 V)
Additional OpE not contained in FEDB has also identified events that conflict
with FAQ assumptions
– Licensee Event Report 96-005-00 : 3 minute incipient stage
– Inspection report 05000348/364-11-012 : few seconds incipient stage
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Concern 4
Individual Component
vs
Cabinet Damage

Concern 4
Single Component End State
• NEI letter dated July 28, 2016 states:
“An additional aspect of the NUREG that requires additional
clarification is the characterization of component only end state for
fires. In the NUREG and supporting spreadsheet, this end state is
not included in the event tree, which substantially limits the utility
of VEWFDS and is does not comport with operating experience.
The industry believes that this NUREG could be significantly
improved by inclusion of operating experience in this area, as well
as the previously mentioned area of the incipient phase
characterization. To that end, the industry has summarized
relevant information from the Fire Events Database (FEDB) to
support better characterization of the incipient phase and
component-only end state; this information is provided in
Attachment 4.”
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Staff Response to NEI Concern 4
Attachment 4

• The content includes two distinct reviews
which focus on;
1. Review of fires which exhibited an incipient
stage and the impact to secondary targets
2. Review of low voltage electrical control cabinets
for damage limited to a single sub-component
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Staff Response to NEI Concern 4
Use of FEDB – Review 1
• The supporting information presented in Review 1 is
related to the post incipient stage, commonly
referred to as fire growth or pre-growth.
– Ignition is the demarcation point between the incipient
stage and subsequent fire growth stage, as shown in
Section 2.2, “Dynamics of Fire Stages.”
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Staff Response to NEI Concern 4
Use of FEDB (continued)
VEWFD
NEI Attachment 4
provides
information related
to growth. Fire
growth is treated by
fire modeling.
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Staff Response to NEI Concern 4
Use of FEDB - Review 1

• NUREG-2180 uses fire modeling results as an
input

– Current fire growth models are based on fire test data

• NUREG-2180 is not a fire model
• Changes to fire modeling assumptions can be
directly incorporated
– NUREG-2178, RACHELLE-FIRE HRR
• Lower HRR for most applications

– NUREG-2178, RACHELLE-FIRE Volume 2 (ongoing)

• Currently looking at potential changes to the fire growth
modeling
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Staff Response to NEI Concern 4
Attachment 4 - Table 2
• Presents an analysis of low voltage control cabinet fire
events
• Concludes that 66% of fire events were successfully
limited to a single sub-component without any
VEWFDS or in-cabinet smoke detection installed

– Based on an independent review, RES staff have identified
conflicting information between the event descriptions
and the intent of the analysis

• NUREG-2180 provides a methodology for applying
credit to targets external to the cabinet of origin and
assumes full cabinet damage
– This is consistent with the FAQ
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Staff Response to NEI Concern 4

One (1) Example of Conflicting Information
• Table 2 of Attachment 4 concludes that Fire ID 98 was limited to a
single subcomponent.

•

The related EN Report Event Number: 34889 states

“AN OPERATOR NOTICED HEAVY SMOKE COMING FROM THE EDG CONTROL PANEL…The
SUBSEQUENTLY, A FIRE ALARM WAS RECEIVED IN THE MAIN CONTROL ROOM. PERSONNEL
REENTERED THE BUILDING USING SELF-CONTAINED BREATHING APPARATUSES, AND
OBSERVED THAT THE FIRE WAS EXTINGUISHED. NO AUTOMATIC FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS
WERE ACTUATED. THE CONTROL PANEL WAS DEENERGIZED AS A PRECAUTION…BASED UPON
VISUAL INSPECTION, DAMAGE APPEARS TO BE LIMITED TO THE LOCAL CONTROL PANEL”

•

Local control panel IS NOT a single sub-component
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Staff Response to NEI Concern 4
Conclusion
• Fire Events Database (FEDB) contains valuable
information
– Significant work was done to re-review the condition
reports in detail from the FEDB in order to obtain
additional information relevant for the use in NUREG-2180
• ~7 months staff time

– NUREG-2180 authors used the FEDB as the basis for;

• the development of the fraction of fires (alpha, α) that have an
incipient stage
• the estimate the incipient stage duration to support the human
error probability estimates
• The development for an area wide non-suppression value
that comports with operating experience
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NRC Staff Feedback
on
Supplemental Attachments to NEI
Letter Dated July 28, 2016
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Attachments
• Four (4) attachments provided with July 28,
2016 NEI Letter
– Attachments 1, 2, and 3 provide (high level)
results from tabletop pilot exercise and parameter
variation study
– Attachment 4 provides an evaluation of Fire
Events Database [discussed previously]

Tabletop Pilot Utility 1
Basis to Credit Prevention
• Attachment 1 states, under FAQ Current PRA:
– “Credit was given to preventing the fire from damaging the
source.”
– δ, Incipient Prevention set to 1.0E-01

• NRC Concern with regard to FAQ application
– FAQ 08-0046 simplifies the analysis (δ set to 1.0) and does
not provide numerical estimates to credit incipient
prevention (no values for δ provided)

From NUREG/CR-6850, Supplement 1, Section 13,
“Incipient Fire Detection Systems (08-0046),” Page 13-7
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Tabletop Pilot Utility 1
Detailed HRA
• FAQ does not provide numerical estimate for
incipient prevention, however it does state:

Detailed human reliability analysis has not been provide to support
the prevention credit taken in the tabletop pilot.
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NRC feedback on Attachment 1
• Detailed human reliability analysis has not
been provided to support the prevention
credit taken in the tabletop pilot
• Insufficient information to evaluate
application of FAQ methods to plant scenario
• Results are presented in compartment CDF
without detailed information, staff cannot
assess the adequacy of these tabletop pilot
results

Tabletop Pilot Utility 2
Summary of Tabletop Pilot Scenario
• Evaluated in-cabinet detection, with Halon
suppression system actuated by ionization
spot-type room detection
• Compared FAQ 08-0046 to NUREG-2180
• Provided review of parameter impact
– Supporting spreadsheet included as Attachment 3
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Tabletop Pilot Utility 2
Analysis - omissions and errors
• No information on analysis of Halon success prior to
fire damage

From NUREG/CR-6850, Volume 2, Appendix P, “Detection and Suppression Analysis,” Page P-6

• Errors in application and estimation of FAQ approach.
– Error in Application

• ≤250 Volts (FAQ) vs. <480V (tabletop)

– Error in estimation

• Incorrect application of Halon “normal” non-suppression
estimate
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Error in Application
• FAQ 08-0046 is limited to components ≤ 250
Volts

From NUREG/CR-6850, Supplement 1, Section 13, “Incipient Fire Detection Systems (08-0046),” Page 13-5

• Tabletop pilot from Utility 2 identified
“low power (less than 480V)”
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Errors in estimation
• Error in calculating the total scenario
non-suppression probability using
FAQ 08-0046 event tree
• Error resulted in an NEI reported FAQ 08-0046
NSP that is 2 times less (i.e., nonconservative) than when calculated following
the guidance of FAQ 08-0046

FAQ 08-0046 on Halon suppression
“normal suppression”
• Regarding ε2 - the probability of “normal non-suppression,”
FAQ states the following:

From NUREG/CR-6850, Supplement 1, Section 13, “Incipient Fire Detection Systems (08-0046),” Page 13-8
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Errors in execution
• Under “Evaluation of FAQ 08-0046” NEI
Attachment 2 states:
The non-suppression probability (NSP) for the hot
gas layer is calculated as the product of the Halon
NSP (0.05) and the FAQ 08-0046 credit for the
incipient detection system (0.02)
• Results in total NSP : 1E-03

• Multiplication of Halon NSP with incipient
credit (0.02) is not in accordance with FAQ
– See next slide
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Error in applying the FAQ
Fire Initiating Event

λ

1

β
γ
ε1

1.00E-02
1.00E-02
1.00E-03

ε2

5.00E-02

Detector System
Availability and
Reliability

Successful Operator
Response to Alert

Fire Suppressed

End Point

(1-ε1)
OK
(1-γ)
ε1
(1-β)

NS
(1-ε2)
OK
γ

Numerical
Result

No Fire Damage
to Targets
Outside Cabinet

Fire Damage

9.80E-04

No Fire Damage
to Targets
Outside Cabinet

λ
ε2
NS
(1-ε2)
OK
β
ε2
NS

Table top Net PNS = 1.00E-03
Corrections to Tabletop Net PNS = 1.98E-03

Fire Damage

4.95E-04

No Fire Damage
to Targets
Outside Cabinet

Fire Damage

5.00E-04

Net Probability of non-suppression 1.98E-03
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Utility 2 results with corrections
Revision

FAQ 08-0046

NUREG-2180

Change

NEI Attachment 2

1.0 E-03
(1000)

3.1E-02
(32)

3.0 E-02
(+31)

NRC Corrections

2.0E-03
(505)

3.1E-02
(32)

2.8E-02
(+16)

(- 2.0)

(0)

Net Change (Factor)

NSP increase by using NUREG-2180 over FAQ is 16 not 31
Additional Analysis
If NUREG-2178 HRR distributions are used, based on wording in
attachment 2, indicates a factor of 2 reduction. This would result in an
increase in the NSP probability with respect to the FAQ 08-0046 of about
a factor of 8.
Factor of credit shown on ( )
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Utility 2 results with corrections
If tabletop equipment >250 Volts, then FAQ does not apply
Revision

FAQ 08-0046

NUREG-2180

Change

NEI Attachment 2

1.0 E-03
(1000)

3.1E-02
(32)

3.0 E-02
(+31.0)

NRC Corrections

5E-02*
(20)

3.2E-02
(31)

-1.8E-02
(-1.6)

(- 50)

(-1.03)

Net Change

*Credit for Halon only.

Factor of credit shown on ( )
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Parameter Impact
• Attachments 2 & 3
• NEI Utility 2 combine sensitivity evaluation of
two parameters (τ, ξ)
– τ, System In-Effectiveness
– ξ, Human Error Probability

• Unclear why parameters were combined
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NUREG-2180 Sensitivity
• Figure 12-5 thru 12-9
present NSP sensitivity
results for Case 1 among
different detection
technologies
• NRC Sensitivity show that
the quantitation approach
is insensitive to τ & ξ when
evaluated individually
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NEI Discussion
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Remarks from the Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation
(NRR)
Greg Casto

Incipient Detection Application
NFPA 805 License Amendments
• July 1, 2016 letter retiring FAQ 08-0046

– NEI response letter received on July 28
– Clarification letter to NEI is being drafted

• VEWFD sites in review are being addressed

– Each site being considered on a case by case basis
– Sensitivity to understand incipient detection deltas
– Implementation item to capture later assessment

• Licensees that have already received safety evaluations accepting
VEWFD credit update consistent with normal PRA expectations.
– Consistent with PRA program applications in RG 1.200 and RG 1.174
– FAQ 08-0046 as licensing basis until new applicable operating
experience available
– Other new operating experience may offset loss of credit
(heat release rates, new industry/site specific operating
experience)
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Public Opportunity
for
Questions
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Closing Remarks
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Back-up Slide
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Operating Experience

DRAFT NUREG-2180 Timing Assumption
• 2015 Harris Event

– 2 alerts without identification of degrading component

• Per procedures, VEWFD declared non-functional, fire watch posted
• After initial search did not identify degrading components, cabinet doors
closed, locked and keys returned to operations

– 35 hours to find overheating control switch
– 95 hours to replace

Note: Times between
VEWFD ‘alert’ notification
and event termination.

DRAFT NUREG-2180 assumed
maximum time to find
degraded component
33 minutes

